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Foreword
This special issue of Theoretical Computer Science is dedicated to tilings of the
plane. The starting point of this special issue was a spring school on this topic. This
school was organised by B. Durand, M. Nivat and L. Vuillon and supported by the fol-
lowing organisations LIAFA (Laboratoire d’Informatique Algorithmique Fondements et
Applications) and INRIA (Institut National de Recherche en Informatique et Automa-
tique). It took place in Branville (Normandie, France) in May 2000. Many specialists
of tilings were invited to give a lecture. Among them P. Arnoux, C. Bandt, O. Bodini,
G. Cousineau, A. Del Lungo, N. Destainville, B. Durand, J.C. Fournier, C. Frougny,
J.P. Gazeau, M. Latapy, L. Levin, M. Nivat, C. Radin, E. Remila, X. Viennot, L.
Vuillon. This school covered combinatorial aspects of tilings of the plane, dynamical
systems applied to tilings and logical aspects.
The conference was a real scienti9c success and during the lectures, new develop-
ments of the theory were presented. Maurice Nivat, Editor in Chief for Theoretical
Computer Science, encouraged us to prepare a special issue on this topic. We decided
to make it very open and not to restrict to those lectures presented at the spring school.
The volume contains 13 articles with di<erent points of view on tilings: enumeration
of tilings, height functions, dynamical systems, computational and physical aspects of
tilings.
We would like to express our gratitude to the authors for their contributions, to the
referees for their 9ne reports and in particular, each paper in the special issue has been
refereed to the highest TCS standards (many of the reports were very detailed and
helped much to improve the papers).
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